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Abstract
In broadcasting, one node of a network has a message that must be learned by all other
nodes. We study deterministic algorithms for this fundamental communication task in a very
weak model of wireless communication. The only signals sent by nodes are beeps. Moreover,
they are delivered to neighbors of the beeping node in an asynchronous way: the time between
sending and reception is finite but unpredictable. We first observe that under this scenario, no
communication is possible, if beeps are all of the same strength. Hence we study broadcasting
in the bivalent beeping model, where every beep can be either soft or loud. At the receiving
end, if exactly one soft beep is received by a node in a round, it is heard as soft. Any other
combination of beeps received in a round is heard as a loud beep. The cost of a broadcasting
algorithm is the total number of beeps sent by all nodes.
We consider four levels of knowledge that nodes may have about the network: anonymity
(no knowledge whatsoever), ad-hoc (all nodes have distinct labels and every node knows only
its own label), neighborhood awareness (every node knows its label and labels of all neighbors),
and full knowledge (every node knows the entire labeled map of the network and the identity
of the source). We first show that in the anonymous case, broadcasting is impossible even for
very simple networks. For each of the other three knowledge levels we provide upper and lower
bounds on the minimum cost of a broadcasting algorithm. Our results show separations between
all these scenarios. Perhaps surprisingly, the jump in broadcasting cost between the ad-hoc and
neighborhood awareness levels is much larger than between the neighborhood awareness and
full knowledge levels, although in the two former levels knowledge of nodes is local, and in the
latter it is global.
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1 Introduction
The background and the problem. Broadcasting is a fundamental communication task in
networks. One node of a network, called the source, has a message that must be learned by all
other nodes. We study deterministic algorithms for this well-researched task in a very weak model
of wireless communication. The only signals sent by nodes are beeps. Moreover, they are delivered
to neighbors of the beeping node in an asynchronous way: the time between sending and reception
is finite but unpredictable. Our aim is to study how the combination of two weaknesses of the
communication model, very simple and short messages on the one hand, and the asynchronous
way of delivery on the other hand, influences efficiency of communication. Each of these two model
weaknesses separately has been studied before. Synchronous broadcasting and gossiping with beeps
was studied in [7]. Asynchronous broadcasting in the radio model, where large messages can be
sent in a round, was investigated in [3, 4, 21]. To the best of our knowledge, the combination of the
two model weaknesses, i.e., very short messages and asynchronous delivery, has never been studied
before.
We first observe that under this very harsh scenario, no communication is possible, if beeps are all
of the same strength (see Section 2). Hence we study broadcasting in the asynchronous bivalent
beeping model, where every beep can be either soft or loud, as this is, arguably, the weakest model
under which asynchronous wireless broadcasting can be performed. At the receiving end, if exactly
one soft beep is received by a node in a round, it is heard as soft. Any other combination of
beeps received in a round is heard as a loud beep. The cost of a broadcasting algorithm is the
total number of beeps sent by all nodes. This measures (the order of magnitude of) the energy
consumption by the network, as the energy used to send a loud beep can be considered to be a
constant multiple of that used to send a soft beep.
The model. Communication proceeds in rounds. In each round, a node can either listen, i.e.,
stay silent, or send a soft beep, or send a loud beep. For any beep sent by any node, an omniscient
asynchronous adversary chooses a non-negative integer t, and delivers it to all neighbors of the
sending node t rounds later. The delivery delay at all neighbors is the same for a given beep, but
may be different for different beeps of the same node and for beeps of different nodes. The only rule
that the adversary has to obey regarding delivery of different beeps sent by the same node, is that
they must be delivered in the same order as they were sent, and cannot be collapsed in delivery,
i.e. two beeps cannot be delivered as one beep. This type of asynchronous adversary was called the
node adversary in [4] and the strong adversary in [3]. The motivation is similar as in [4, 3]. Nodes
execute the broadcasting protocol concurrently with other tasks. Beeps to be sent by a node are
prepared for transmission (stored), and then each beep (soft or loud) is transmitted in order. The
(unknown) delay between these actions is decided by the adversary. In our terminology, storing for
transmission corresponds to sending and actual transmission corresponds to simultaneous delivery
to all neighbors. We assume that, at short distances between nodes, the travel time of the beep is
negligible. The delay between storing and transmitting (in our terminology, between sending and
delivery) depends on how busy the node is with other concurrently performed computational tasks.
At the receiving end, a node can hear something only if it is silent in the delivery round. If exactly
one soft beep is delivered to a node in a round, it is heard as soft. Any other combination of beeps
delivered to a node from its neighbors in a round (a single strong beep, or more than one beep of
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any kind) is heard as a loud beep. This way of modeling reception corresponds to a threshold in
the listening device: the strength of a single soft beep is below the threshold, and the strength of
a loud beep, or the combined strength of more than one beep is above the threshold. The cost of
a broadcasting algorithm is the total number of beeps sent by all nodes.
The network is modeled as an n-node simple connected undirected graph, referred to as graph. We
use terms “network” and “graph” interchangeably. We consider four levels of knowledge that nodes
may have about the network:
1. anonymous networks: nodes do not have any labels and know nothing about the network;
2. ad-hoc networks: all nodes have distinct labels and every node knows only its own label;
3. neighborhood-aware networks: all nodes have distinct labels, and every node knows its label
and labels of all neighbors;
4. full-knowledge networks: all nodes have distinct labels, every node knows the entire labeled
map of the network and the identity of the source.
The messages to be broadcast are from some set of size M , called the message space. Without loss
of generality, let the message space be the set of integers {0, . . . ,M−1}. Except for the anonymous
networks, all nodes have different labels from the set of integers {0, . . . , L − 1}, called the label
space.
Our results. Our aim is to study how different levels of knowledge about the network influence
feasibility and cost of broadcasting in the asynchronous bivalent beeping model. We first show that,
in the anonymous case, broadcasting is impossible even for very simple networks. For each of the
other three knowledge levels, broadcasting is feasible, and we provide upper and lower bounds on
the minimum cost of a broadcasting algorithm, in terms of the sizes of the network, of the message
space and of the label space. Showing an upper bound UB on the cost of broadcasting at a given
knowledge level means showing an algorithm which accomplishes broadcasting at this cost, for any
network with this knowledge level, and any message to be broadcast. Showing a lower bound LB
means that, for any algorithm of lower cost, there is some network at this knowledge level, and
some message for which the algorithm fails.
For ad-hoc networks we give an algorithm of cost 2O(L+M)
2 1. Since this cost is very large, it is
natural to ask if there are broadcasting algorithms of cost polynomial in L and M . The answer
turns out to be negative: indeed, we prove a lower bound of Ω(2L) on the cost of any broadcasting
algorithm in ad-hoc networks. For neighborhood-aware networks we prove an upper bound of
O(n logM + e logL), where n is the number of nodes and e is the number of edges, and a lower
bound of Ω(n logM +n log logL). Finally, for full-knowledge networks, we provide matching upper
and lower bounds of Θ(n logM).
Note that the above bounds show separations, in terms of broadcasting cost, between all the
knowledge levels, in the case often appearing in applications, when the message space is some
predetermined dictionary independent of the network, i.e., its size M is O(1). Indeed, since L ≥
1If one of the parameters, L or M , is known to the nodes, this complexity can be decreased to 2O(LM) (see section
4).
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n, the lower bound Ω(2L) for ad-hoc networks exceed the (worst-case) upper bound O(n2 logL)
for known-neighborhood networks, and the lower bound Ω(n log logL) for known-neighborhood
networks exceed the tight bound Θ(n) for full-knowledge networks.
It is interesting to compare the sizes of the two broadcasting cost jumps: the jump between ad-hoc
and known-neighborhood networks, and the jump between known-neighborhood and full-knowledge
networks. We illustrate it for the commonly assumed case, when the size L of the label space is
polynomial in the size n of the network (and the size of the message space is O(1), as before). The
first jump is at least from Ω(2n) to O(n2 log n), i.e., exponential in n. The second jump is at most
from O(n2 log n) to Θ(n), i.e., polynomial in n. This may seem slightly counterintuitive, because
both in ad-hoc and in known-neighborhood networks, information available to nodes is local, while
in full-knowledge networks it is global. So at first glance it would seem that the larger jump should
occur between known-neighborhood and full-knowledge networks.
Related work. Broadcasting has been studied in various models for over four decades. Early
work focused on the telephone model, where in each round communication proceeds between pairs
of nodes forming a matching. Deterministic broadcasting in this model has been studied, e.g., in
[22]. In [9] the authors studied randomized broadcasting. In the telephone model, studies focused
on the time of the communication task and on the number of messages it uses. Early literature on
communication in the telephone and related models is surveyed in [11, 14]. In [2] the authors studied
tradeoffs between the radius within which nodes know the network and broadcasting efficiency in
the message passing model. Fault-tolerant aspects of broadcasting and gossiping are surveyed
in [20].
More recently, broadcasting has been studied in the radio model. While radio networks are used to
model wireless communication, similarly as the beeping model, in radio networks nodes send entire
messages of some bounded, or even unbounded size in a single round, which makes communication
drastically different from that in the beeping model. The focus in the literature on radio networks
was usually on the time of communication. Deterministic broadcasting in the radio model was
studied, e.g., in [5, 17], and randomized broadcasting was studied in [18]. The book [16] is devoted
to algorithmic aspects of communication in radio networks.
In all the above papers, radio communication was supposed synchronous, i.e., the message was
delivered in the same round in which it was sent. Asynchronous broadcasting in radio networks
was studied in [3, 4, 21]. It is important to stress a significant difference between the radio and
the beeping models, in the context of asynchrony. Since in the radio model large messages can be
sent and delivered in a single round, asynchrony cannot alter a message, it can only destroy it, by
creating unwanted interference. In the beeping model, however, beeps from various senders can be
simultaneously delivered by the adversary, thus altering the intended numbers and types of beeps,
creating “new” messages.
The beeping model has been introduced in [6] for vertex coloring, and used in [1] to solve the
MIS problem, and in [23] to construct a minimum connected dominating set. Randomized leader
election in the radio and in the beeping model was studied in [12]. Deterministic leader election
in the beeping model was investigated in [10]. In [15], the authors studied the tasks of global
synchronization and consensus using beeps, in the presence of faults. In [13], the authors studied
the quantity of computational resources needed to solve problems in complete networks using beeps.
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In [19], various distributed problems were investigated under several variations of the beeping model
from [6], and randomized emulations between these models were shown. In [8], the authors studied
the task of rendezvous of agents communicating by beeps. The time of synchronous broadcasting
and gossiping with beeps was studied in [7].
2 Preliminaries
The following observation shows that asynchronous broadcasting with beeps of uniform strength is
impossible even in very simple graphs. This is the reason why we use the bivalent beeping model.
Proposition 2.1. Asynchronous broadcasting using beeps of uniform strength is impossible even
in the two-node graph.
Proof. Consider two source messages, m1 and m2, that have to be transmitted from one node to
the other in the two-node graph. Suppose that the source sends k1 beeps for message m1 and
k2 beeps for message m2, where k1 ≤ k2, without loss of generality. The adversary delivers the
beeps for message m1 in consecutive rounds r, r + 1, . . . , r + k1 − 1. Suppose that s is the round
in which the receiving node correctly decodes message m1. Then, for message m2, the adversary
delivers k1 beeps in rounds r, r + 1, . . . , r + k1 − 1, and the remaining k2 − k1 beeps in rounds
t + 1, . . . , t + k2 − k1, where t = max(s, r + k1 − 1). However, in round s, the receiving node has
exactly the same information as for message m1, and hence it incorrectly outputs the message as
m1.
In the rest of the paper we use the asynchronous bivalent beeping model, described in the intro-
duction.
3 Anonymous networks
In this section we show that, if nodes do not have labels, then broadcasting is impossible, even for
very simple graphs, and even when nodes know the topology of the network.
Proposition 3.1. Broadcasting for anonymous networks is impossible even in the cycle of size 4.
Proof. Consider the anonymous cycle of size 4, and consider a hypothetical broadcasting algorithm
A. For convenience, we label nodes a, b, c, d, in clockwise order. This is for the negative argument
only: nodes do not have access to these labels. Suppose that node a is the source. Notice that, in
any execution of algorithm A, nodes b and d send exactly the same beeps in the same rounds, as in
each round they have the same history: indeed, they receive the same beeps in the same rounds,
they are identical, and execute the same deterministic algorithm. Let m1 and m2 be two different
messages that have to be broadcast by the source. Consider two executions of the algorithm A:
execution E1, in which the source broadcasts message m1, and execution E2, in which the source
broadcasts message m2. Let s1 be the sequence of beeps (soft or loud) sent by b and d in execution
E1 and let s2 be the sequence of beeps sent by b and d in execution E2. Let k1 be the length of
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s1, and let k2 be the length of s2, where k1 ≤ k2, without loss of generality. In both executions,
the adversary delivers consecutive beeps from b and from d in the same rounds. As a result, node
c hears only loud beeps: k1 of them in execution E1, and k2 of them in execution E2. The choice
of the rounds of delivery of bits from b and d is as follows. In execution E1 these are consecutive
rounds r, r + 1, . . . , r + k1 − 1, starting from some round r. Suppose that s is the round in which
node c correctly outputs message m1. Then, in execution E2, the adversary delivers the first k1
beeps from b and d in rounds r, r + 1, . . . , r + k1 − 1, and the remaining k2 − k1 beeps in rounds
t + 1, . . . , t + k2 − k1, where t = max(s, , r + k1 − 1). In round s, node c has the same history in
executions E1 and E2: it heard a loud beep in the same rounds, in both these executions. Hence,
in execution E2, it incorrectly outputs the message m1 in round s.
4 Ad-hoc networks
In this section we show that providing nodes with distinct labels makes broadcasting possible in
arbitrary graphs, even if nodes do not have any initial knowledge about the network, except their
own label. Let N denote the set of non-negative integers. Consider the function ϕ : N ×N −→ N
given by the formula ϕ(x, y) = x + (x + y)(x + y + 1)/2. This is a bijection with the property
ϕ(x, y) ∈ O((x+ y)2). Intuitively, this is the “snake function” arranging all couples of non-negative
integers into one infinite sequence.
The following algorithm is executed by an active node with label ℓ. In the beginning, all nodes are
active. The part Receive is executed by any node other than the source. Its result is outputting
the source message. This part is skipped by the source, as it knows the message. The part Send is
executed by the source at the beginning of the algorithm, and it is executed by every other node
upon outputting the source message in the part Receive. After executing the part Send, the node
becomes non-active.
Algorithm Ad-hoc
Part 1. Receive
Wait until the number of soft beeps received is at least 1/2 of the number of loud beeps received.
Let t be the number of loud beeps received, and let z be the largest integer such that 8z ≤ t.
Compute the unique couple of non-negative integers (x, y), such that ϕ(x, y) = z.
Output y as the source message.
Part 2. Send
Compute ϕ(ℓ, y), where y is the source message.
Send 8ϕ(ℓ,y) loud beeps, followed by 8ϕ(ℓ,y) soft beeps. ⋄
The following result shows that Algorithm Ad-hoc is correct, and estimates its cost.
Theorem 4.1. Upon completion of Algorithm Ad-hoc in an arbitrary graph, every node correctly
outputs the source message. The cost of the algorithm is 2O((L+M)
2).
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Proof. The proof of correctness is split into two parts. We first show that no node outputs the
source message incorrectly, and then we prove that every node outputs the source message in finite
time. Let m be the source message. The first part of the proof is by contradiction. Suppose that
some node outputs the source message incorrectly, let r be the first round when this happens, and
let u be a node with label ℓ, incorrectly outputting the source message in round r. Let u1, . . . , uk
be the nodes adjacent to u whose at least one beep is delivered by round r, ordered in increasing
order of their labels ℓ1, . . . , ℓk. Since u outputs the source message in round r, the set of nodes
{u1, . . . , uk} is non-empty. Moreover, all nodes u1, . . . , uk must have outputted the source message
before round r (because they already sent some beeps by round r), and hence they outputted it
correctly. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ k be the largest integer j, such that at least one soft beep of node uj was
delivered by round r.
Suppose that t was the number of loud beeps heard by u by the round r. Since u outputted the
source message incorrectly, the largest integer z′, such that 8z
′ ≤ t, cannot be equal to z = ϕ(ℓi,m).
(If it were, node u would correctly compute the source message m because ϕ is a bijection.) The
integer z′ cannot be smaller than z because node u heard at least 8z loud beeps sent by node
ui. Hence z
′ ≥ z + 1. This implies that node u must have heard at least 8z+1 loud beeps by
round r. How many soft beeps could it hear by round r? All these beeps could come only from
nodes u1, . . . , ui. The total number of soft beeps sent by these nodes is
∑i
j=1 8
ϕ(ℓj ,m). Since
ϕ(ℓ1,m) < ϕ(ℓ2,m) < · · · < ϕ(ℓi,m), we have
∑i
j=1 8
ϕ(ℓj ,m) < 87 · 8ϕ(ℓi,m) = 87 · 8z . On the other
hand, the number of soft beeps heard by node u by round r must be at least 1/2 of the number
of loud beeps it heard by round r. This implies 87 · 8z ≥ 12 · 8z+1, which is a contradiction. This
completes the first part of the proof.
We now prove that every node outputs the source message in finite time. This part of the proof is
also by contradiction. Suppose that some node never outputs the source message. Since the source
itself knows the source message, and the graph is connected, there must exist adjacent nodes u
and v, such that u outputs the source message in finite time and v does not. Let v1, . . . , vs be the
nodes adjacent to v that ever send at least one beep, ordered in increasing order of their labels
λ1, . . . , λs. The set of nodes {v1, . . . , vs} is non-empty. We show that, at some point, the number
of soft beeps heard by v is at least 1/2 of the number of loud beeps heard by v. Indeed, assume
that this did not happen before all beeps of all nodes v1, . . . , vs are delivered. The number of all
beeps sent by nodes v1, . . . , vs−1 is 2 ·
∑s−1
j=1 8
ϕ(λj ,m). Since ϕ(λ1,m) < ϕ(λ2,m) < · · · < ϕ(λs,m),
we have 2 ·∑s−1j=1 8ϕ(λj ,m) < 27 · 8ϕ(λs,m). In the worst case, these beeps can be delivered by the
adversary simultaneously with the same number (fewer than 27 ·8ϕ(λs,m)) of soft beeps sent by node
vs, thus producing loud beeps heard by node v. This would decrease the number of soft beeps
heard by v and increase the number of loud beeps heard by this node, but the change cannot be
too big. Indeed, this gives fewer than 97 · 8ϕ(λs,m) loud beeps heard by v. On the other hand, node
v hears at least 57 · 4ϕ(λs,m) soft beeps sent by vs and left intact (not delivered simultaneously with
other beeps) by the adversary. Hence the number of soft beeps heard by node v is at least 1/2 of
the number of loud beeps heard by it. It follows that node v outputs the source message, contrary
to our assumption.
This completes the proof of correctness of Algorithm Ad-hoc. We now estimate its cost. A node with
label ℓ sends 2 · 8ϕ(ℓ,m) beeps, where m is the source message. Hence the cost of Algorithm Ad-hoc
in an n-node network is at most 2n ·8ϕ(L,M). Since ϕ(L,M) ∈ O((L+M)2), and ϕ(L,M) ≥ L ≥ n,
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this gives the cost 2O((L+M)
2).
Remark. Notice that, if nodes know one of the parameters, either L orM , then the bijection ϕ can
be replaced by a more efficient one-to-one function from the product {0, . . . , L−1}×{0, . . . ,M−1}
to non-negative integers. For example, if L is known, then this function can be ψ(ℓ,m) = mL+ ℓ,
and if M is known, then this function can be ψ′(ℓ,m) = ℓM +m. The values of these functions
are in O(LM), and hence, if we substitute one of them for ϕ, the cost of the algorithm becomes
2O(LM).
As we have seen above, the cost of Algorithm Ad-hoc is very large: even with knowledge of L or
M , it is exponential in the product of these parameters. Hence, it is natural to ask if there are
broadcasting algorithms, for ad-hoc networks, with cost polynomial in L and M . Our next result
shows that the answer is negative. Before proving it we recall a notion and a fact from [3].
A set S of positive integers is dominated if, for any finite subset T of S, there exists t ∈ T such
that t is larger than the sum of all t′ 6= t in T .
Lemma 4.1. Let S be a finite dominated set and let k be its size. Then there exists x ∈ S such
that x ≥ 2k−1.
Theorem 4.2. For arbitrary integers L ≥ 4, there exist L-node ad-hoc networks, for which the
cost of every broadcasting algorithm is Ω(2L).
Proof. Let A be any broadcasting algorithm. For any set S ⊆ {1, . . . , L− 2}, of size at least 2, the
graph GS is defined as follows. GS has |S|+ 2 nodes with labels from the set S ∪ {0, L− 1}. Each
of the nodes with labels in S is adjacent to each of the nodes with labels 0 and L− 1, and there are
no other edges in the graph. The node with label 0 is the source, and the node with label L− 1 is
called the sink.
We will consider executions of algorithm A in graphs GS , in which the adversary obeys the following
rules concerning the delivery of beeps sent by the source and the sink:
1. All beeps sent by the source after it heard some beep, are delivered after the round when the
sink outputs the source message.
2. All beeps sent by the sink are delivered after the round in which the sink outputs the source
message.
Since the considered networks are ad-hoc, i.e., a priori, every node knows only its own label,
and the adversary obeys the above rules, the number of beeps sent by a node with a given label
ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L − 2} by the round in which the sink outputs the source message, depends only on
this label and on the source message, and not on the graph GS in which the algorithm is executed.
Indeed, the history of a node with label ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L− 2}, by the round in which the sink outputs
the source message, is the same in all graphs GS , for a given source message m.
Consider the execution of algorithm A in the graph G{1,...,L−2}, for a fixed source message m.
Let B(ℓ), for ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L − 2}, be the number of beeps of both kinds, that the node with
label ℓ sends by the round in which the sink outputs the source message. If the set of integers
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I = {B(ℓ) : ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L − 2}} is dominated, then by Lemma 4.1, some integer in this set is at
least 2L−3, and we are done. Otherwise, there exists a subset T ⊆ {1, . . . , L−2}, with the following
property. If t ∈ T is such that B(t) ≥ B(t′), for all t′ ∈ T \ {t}, then B(t) ≤ ∑t′∈T\{t}B(t′).
Consider the execution E of algorithm A in the graph GT , for the same source message m. As
observed above, the number of beeps of both kinds, that the node with label ℓ sends in this execution
by the round in which the sink outputs the source message, is B(ℓ). The adversary delivers beeps
sent by nodes with labels from T , in consecutive rounds, delivering simultaneously a beep sent by
the node with label t with one or more beeps sent by nodes with labels t′ ∈ T \{t}, in such a way that
in no round a single beep is delivered. This is possible due to the inequality B(t) ≤∑t′∈T\{t}B(t′).
Hence the sink hears only loud beeps.
Now, consider a different source message m′. The same argument as above shows that, if the
cost of the algorithm A on the graph G{1,...,L−2} is smaller than 2
L−3, then there exists some set
T ′ ⊆ {1, . . . , L− 2}, such that, in the execution E′ of the algorithm A on the graph GT ′ , with the
source message m′, the sink hears only loud beeps.
Suppose that, by the time it outputs the source message, the sink hears k loud beeps in the execution
E and hears k′ loud beeps in the execution E′. Without loss of generality, assume that k ≤ k′. The
choice of rounds of delivery of these beeps by the adversary is the following.
In execution E, these are consecutive rounds r, r + 1, . . . , r + k − 1, starting from some round r.
Suppose that s is the round in which the sink correctly outputs message m. Then, in execution E′,
the adversary first delivers beeps in rounds r, r + 1, . . . , r+ k − 1, and the remaining k′ − k rounds
of beep delivery are z + 1, . . . , z + k′ − k, where z = max(s, , r + k − 1). In round s, the sink has
the same history in executions E and E′: it heard only loud beeps, and this happened in the same
rounds, in both these executions. Hence, in execution E′, it incorrectly outputs the message m in
round s.
The obtained contradiction comes from assuming that the cost of algorithm A on the graph
G{1,...,L−2} is smaller than 2
L−3, for all source messages. This completes the proof.
5 Neighborhood-aware networks
In this section we assume that all nodes have distinct labels, and that each of them knows its own
label and the labels of all its neighbors. This seemingly small increase of knowledge, compared
to ad-hoc networks (the knowledge of every node is still local) turns out to decrease the cost of
broadcasting in a dramatic way. In order to guarantee a low cost of broadcasting, we have to
encode messages by sequences of beeps very efficiently. The algorithm uses messages of two types:
non-negative integers and triples of non-negative integers. These messages have to be encoded
by strings of beeps of length logarithmic in the values of these integers, in such a way that the
recipient knows when the string starts and ends, and can unambiguously decode the message from
the string. However, as opposed to Algorithm Ad-hoc in which nodes sent exponentially many
beeps, such efficient encoding is very vulnerable to possible actions of the adversary that can
arbitrarily interleave delivered beeps coming from different neighbors of a node. In order to avoid
this, we design our algorithm in such a way that beeps encoding a message sent by some node are
delivered before any other node starts sending its own beeps. In this way, the danger of interleaving
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beeps is avoided.
Before presenting the algorithm, we define the encoding of integers and of their triples, announced
above. We denote a loud beep by l, a soft beep by s, and we use the symbol · for the concatenation of
sequences of beeps. Let k be a non-negative integer, and let (c1, . . . , cr) be its binary representation.
Denote by S(k) the sequence of 2r beeps resulting from (c1, . . . , cr) by replacing every bit ci = 0
by (ls) and by replacing every bit cj = 1 by (sl). The code of an integer k, denoted by [k], is the
sequence (ll) ·S(k) · (ll). The code of a triple (a, b, c) of integers, denoted by [a, b, c], is the sequence
(ll) ·S(a) · (ss) ·S(b) · (ss) ·S(c) · (ll). Note that a sequence of 2 loud beeps marks the beginning and
end of a message, and all messages contain an even number of beeps, logarithmic in the integers
transmitted. A node at the receiving end can determine the beginning of the message as a sequence
σ of 2 consecutive loud beeps, and the end of the message as the first sequence σ′ of 2 consecutive
loud beeps starting after the end of σ at an odd position, where the first bit of the sequence σ is at
position 1. In order to decode the content of the message (ll) · α · (ll), with the beginning and end
already correctly identified, a node looks for separators (ss) starting at odd positions of α. There
are either 0 or 2 such separators. In the first case, the transmitted message was an integer, and
the node decodes its binary representation by replacing each couple (ls) by 0 and each couple (sl)
by 1. In the second case, the node can unambiguously represent α as α1 · (ss) · α2 · (ss) · α3, where
each αi has even length, and decode α1, α2, α3 as above.
Using the above encoding, we are now able to describe our broadcasting algorithm. At a high
level, it is organized as a depth-first traversal of the graph, starting from the source. We will use
the instructions “send [a]” and “send [a, b, c]” that are procedures sending the above described
sequences of beeps, in consecutive rounds. A message [a], where a ∈ {0, 1, . . . M − 1}, is always the
source message to be broadcast. There are two kinds of messages of type “triple of integers”: For
a, b ∈ {0, 1, . . . L− 1}, a message of the form [a, b, 0] corresponds to a forward DFS edge traversal
from the node with label a to a node with label b, and a message of the form [a, b, 1] corresponds
to a backward DFS edge traversal from the node with label a to a node with label b.
The algorithm is executed by a node with label ℓ. The actions of the node alternate between
executing “send” instructions and listening. The algorithm is organized in such a way that the
following disjointness property is satisfied. Consider a node u executing some send instruction
I(u). Let σ(u) be the segment of consecutive rounds between the sending of the first beep of
instruction I(u) and the delivery of the last bit of this instruction. Then, for any two nodes u
and v, executing any send instructions I(u) and I(v), the segments of rounds σ(u) and σ(v) are
disjoint. This property permits to identify circulating messages as distinct “packets”, and use them
to implement a DFS traversal.
When the node listens, it watches for the beginning and end of a message formed by the delivered
beeps. When it detects a complete message, it reacts to it in one of two ways: it either keeps listening
and watches for another complete message, or it reacts by executing some “send” instruction. More
specifically, the actions of the node with label ℓ, other than the source, are as follows. After getting
the source message and the first forward DFS message [a, ℓ, 0], addressed to it and coming from
a node with label a, the node with label ℓ starts spreading the message to all its neighbors with
labels ai, except that with label a, by sending the decoded source message [m] and sending forward
DFS messages [ℓ, ai, 0] addressed to them, in increasing order of labels. In order to transit from
one neighbor to the next, the node ℓ waits for a backward message [ai, ℓ, 1], addressed to it. In the
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meantime, node ℓ refuses all subsequent forward DFS messages [b, ℓ, 0] , for b 6= a, addressed to it,
responding by a backward DFS message [ℓ, b, 1]. The actions of the source are similar.
The pseudocode of the algorithm follows.
Algorithm Neighborhood-aware
if the executing node is the source, and the source message is m then
message← m
let (a1, a2, . . . , as) be labels of all the neighbors of the node,
in increasing order
Spread(a1, . . . , as)
whenever a message [b, ℓ, 0], for some integer b, is decoded then
send [ℓ, b, 1]
else
when a message [m] is decoded for the first time, then
message← m
output message as the source message
when a message [a, ℓ, 0] is decoded for the first time, then
let (a1, a2, . . . , as) be labels of all the neighbors of the node,
except a, in increasing order
Spread(a1, . . . , as)
send [ℓ, a, 1]
whenever a message [b, ℓ, 0], for some b 6= a, is decoded then
send [ℓ, b, 1] ⋄
The procedure Spread, used by the algorithm and executed by a node with label ℓ, is described as
follows.
Procedure Spread(a1, . . . , as)
send [message]
i← 1
while i ≤ s do
send [ℓ, ai, 0]
when the message [ai, ℓ, 1] is decoded then
i← i+ 1 ⋄
Theorem 5.1. Upon completion of Algorithm Neighborhood-aware in an arbitrary n-node graph
with e edges, every node correctly decodes the source message. The cost of the algorithm is O(n logM+
e logL).
Proof. In view of the disjointness property, all messages are correctly decoded by their addressees.
Since the control messages [a, b, 0] and [a, b, 1] travel in a DFS fashion, and each message [a, b, 0] is
preceded by the source message [m], all nodes get the source message and decode it correctly. This
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proves the correctness of the algorithm. To estimate its cost, note that each node sends the source
message [m] once, and, for any pair of adjacent nodes a and b, two control messages among [a, b, 0],
[a, b, 1], [b, a, 0], [b, a, 1] are sent. Since the source message [m] consists of O(logM) beeps, and each
control message consists of O(logL) beeps, the total cost of the algorithm is O(n logM+e logL).
Before proving our lower bound on the cost of broadcasting algorithms in neighborhood-aware
networks, we prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma 5.1. Every broadcasting algorithm has cost Ω(logM) in the two-node graph.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a broadcasting algorithm that has cost at most 12 logM in the two
node graph, where the node u is the source, and the node v is the other node of the graph. For
any source message m, the adversary delivers all the beeps sent by u in consecutive rounds. Since
there are fewer than M different binary strings of length at most 12 logM , for two different source
messages, m1 and m2, the strings of beeps received by u must be identical. Hence the message
outputted by v must be identical for m1 and m2, and thus it must be incorrect for one of them.
Lemma 5.2. Every broadcasting algorithm has cost Ω(log logL) in some cycle of size 4.
Proof. Consider a broadcasting algorithm A working for all neighborhood-aware cycles of size 4.
Suppose that the cost of algorithm A in all such cycles is at most 12 log logL. Consider a cycle of size
4, and call its nodes a, b, c, d, in clockwise order. Suppose that node a is the source. Let 0 be the
label of node a, and let L− 1 be the label of node c. The adversary delivers all beeps possibly sent
by node c, only after this node outputs the source message. Hence, before the decision by node c,
nodes b and d hear only beeps from the source a. The adversary delivers all beeps sent by node a in
consecutive rounds. Since node a can send at most 12 log logL beeps, the set X of possible sequences
of beeps heard by nodes b and d has size at most
√
logL. Let N = {0, 1, . . . , ⌊12 log logL⌋}. Since
each of the nodes b and d can send at most 12 log logL beeps, the number of beeps sent by each of
these nodes must be an integer from the set N . For any label ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L− 2}, let Φℓ : X −→ N
be the function defined as follows: Φℓ(x) is the number of beeps sent by the node b or d, if it
has label ℓ, and if it obtained the sequence x of beeps. There are |N ||X| < L − 2 such functions,
for sufficiently large L. Hence there exist labels ℓ1 6= ℓ2 from the set {1, . . . , L − 2}, for which
Φℓ1 = Φℓ2 . Assign these labels to the nodes b and d. In the obtained cycle C, nodes b and d
send the same number of beeps, regardless of the sequence of beeps obtained from a. In particular,
this will happen in two executions, E1 and E2, of algorithm A on the cycle C, where execution
E1 corresponds to source message m1, and execution E2 corresponds to source message m2, for
m1 6= m2.
In both executions, the adversary delivers consecutive beeps from b and from d in the same rounds.
As a result, node c hears only loud beeps: k1 of them in execution E1, and k2 of them in execution
E2. Without loss of generality, suppose that k1 ≤ k2. The choice of the rounds of delivery of bits
from b and d is as follows. In execution E1 these are consecutive rounds r, r + 1, . . . , r + k1 − 1,
starting from some round r. Suppose that s is the round in which node c correctly outputs message
m1. Then, in execution E2, the adversary delivers the first k1 beeps from b and d in rounds
r, r + 1, . . . , r + k1 − 1, and the remaining k2 − k1 beeps in rounds t + 1, . . . , t + k2 − k1, where
t = max(s, , r+ k1− 1). In round s, node c has the same history in executions E1 and E2: it heard
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a loud beep in the same rounds, in both these executions. Hence, in execution E2, it incorrectly
outputs the message m1.
The following result gives a lower bound on the cost of any broadcasting algorithm in neighborhood-
aware networks.
Theorem 5.2. For arbitrarily large integers n, there exist n-node neighborhood-aware networks for
which every broadcasting algorithm has cost Ω(n logM + n log logL).
Proof. For any positive integer k, consider the graph Gk defined as follows. Let Pk be a simple
path of length k, with extremities a and b. Consider pairwise disjoint copies C1, . . . , Ck of the cycle
of size 4, whose all nodes are distinct from nodes of the path. Let ai, bi, ci, di be the nodes of the
ith copy in clockwise order. Join the node a1 to the node b by an edge, and for every 1 ≤ i < k,
join the node ci to the node ai+1 by an edge. The obtained graph has n ∈ Θ(k) nodes. We now
assign the labels to nodes of Gk as follows. Nodes bi and di in cycles Ci, for i = 1, . . . , k, are
assigned distinct labels by induction. For any i, we consider the set of all labels that were not used
previously and find among them two labels ℓ1 6= ℓ2 for which Φℓ1 = Φℓ2 , where Φℓ, for any label ℓ,
was defined in the proof of Lemma 5.2. This can be done similarly as in the quoted proof, because
the number of still available labels is Θ(L). Finally, nodes of the path and all nodes ai and ci are
assigned consecutive distinct labels among the remaining pool of labels.
Let the node a be the source, and consider any broadcasting algorithm on graph Gk. By Lemma
5.1, each node of the path, other than b, has to transmit Ω(logM) beeps, for otherwise the next
node cannot get the message. By Lemma 5.2, the total cost of the algorithm in each subgraph Ci,
for i < k, must be Ω(log logL), for otherwise the nodes of the next copy cannot get the message.
(Note that edges of the path Pk and edges joining consecutive copies of the cycle, are bridges in
Gk.) Hence the total cost of the algorithm is Ω(k logM+k log logL) = Ω(n logM+n log logL).
6 Full-knowledge networks
In this section we consider broadcasting in networks whose nodes have the entire labeled map of the
network, and know the identity of the source. With this complete knowledge, all nodes can agree on
the same spanning tree T of the network, rooted at the source. (All trees rooted at the source can
be canonically coded by binary strings, and the tree T can be chosen as that with lexicographically
smallest code.) Let S be a DFS traversal of the tree T in which children of every node are explored
in increasing order of their labels. The Eulerian tour of the tree T corresponding to this traversal
can be represented as a sequence (a1, . . . , a2(n−1)) of length 2(n−1) of node labels with repetitions,
where ai corresponds to the ith edge traversal in the tour, from the node with label ai to the node
with label ai+1.
The only message circulating in the network is the message [m], where m is the source message,
and [m] is the encoding of this integer, described in Section 5. The instruction send [m] is the
procedure of sending beeps of the encoding [m] in consecutive rounds. Similarly as in Algorithm
Neighborhood-aware, the disjointness property is satisfied, and hence each message can be correctly
decoded by adjacent nodes. The idea of the algorithm is the following. Every node knows to which
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terms of the sequence (a1, . . . , a2(n−1)) its label corresponds. It sends the message [m] when the
turn of such a term of the sequence comes. (Many nodes send messages many times.) In order to
know when this happens, the node computes how many previous messages it should get before from
all adjacent nodes, and when this number of messages is received, it proceeds with the execution
of the send [m] instruction corresponding to the given term of the sequence.
The algorithm is executed by a node with label ℓ, when the source message is m. The pseudocode
of the algorithm follows.
Algorithm Full-knowledge
if the executing node is not the source then
when a message [m] is decoded for the first time, then
output message as the source message
identify all positions of label ℓ in the sequence (a1, . . . , a2(n−1))
let i1, . . . , ir be these positions
let x1 be the number of indices 1 ≤ j < a1, corresponding to labels aj of nodes adjacent to the
node with label ℓ
for 1 < i ≤ r, let xi be the number of indices ai−1 < j < ai, corresponding to labels aj of nodes
adjacent to the node with label ℓ
for 1 < i ≤ r, let yi =
∑i
t=1 xt
for k = 1 to r do
when a total of yk messages [m] is received then send [m] ⋄
Theorem 6.1. Upon completion of Algorithm Full-knowledge in an arbitrary n-node graph, every
node correctly outputs the source message. The cost of the algorithm is O(n logM).
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the fact that nodes send messages whenever
their turn comes in the sequence (a1, . . . , a2(n−1)) that corresponds to an Eulerian tour of a spanning
tree T , and from the disjointness property guaranteeing that the source message is always correctly
decoded. The total number of messages sent is 2(n − 1). Since each message corresponds to
O(logM) bits, the total cost of the algorithm is O(n logM).
The following proposition shows that the cost of Algorithm Full-knowledge is optimal in full-
knowledge networks.
Proposition 6.1. For arbitrary integers n ≥ 2 there exist n-node graphs for which the cost of any
broadcasting algorithm is Ω(n logM).
Proof. Consider the simple path Pn with n nodes, one of whose extremities is the source. Note
that Lemma 5.1 holds for full-knowledge networks as well. By Lemma 5.1, each node of the path,
other than the last node, has to transmit Ω(logM) beeps, for otherwise the next node cannot get
the message correctly. Hence the cost of any broadcasting algorithm is Ω(n logM).
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7 Conclusion
We considered the cost of asynchronous broadcasting in networks with four different levels of knowl-
edge: anonymous, ad-hoc, neighborhood-aware, and full-knowledge. We proved that broadcasting
in anonymous networks is impossible, and we showed upper and lower bounds on the cost of broad-
casting for the other three levels of knowledge. Our results show cost separations between all of
them. While the bounds for full-knowledge networks are asymptotically tight, the other bounds
are not, and designing optimal-cost broadcasting algorithms for ad-hoc and for neighborhood-aware
networks is a natural open problem.
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